FOR COMPLETE ORTHOPEDIC TRAUMA

With the Mizuho OSI Advanced Control Modular Table Base, the Orthopedic Trauma Top provides a complete, powered, orthopedic table system for easy patient positioning and provides for skin or skeletal traction during key trauma procedures.

- HIP PINNINGS
- FEMUR, SUPINE OR LATERAL IM NAILING
- ENDER PINNING
- TIBIA IM NAILING
- HUMERUS IM NAILING
PROCEDURES.

MAXIMUM RADIOLUCENCY
- Unique composite top enhances radiography
- Allows upper and lower extremity imaging at any angle

ANATOMICALLY CORRECT TRACTION
- Traction Arm provides constant traction on patient’s leg for adduction/abduction
- Eliminates need for leg spars on operative side
- Permits unrestricted access for surgeon and C-Arm

DUAL COLUMNS ENHANCE STABILITY
- Patient can be centered for added stability and C-Arm accessibility

LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION
- Carbon composite construction adds strength and reduces weight
- Steer casters aid table transport

POWER CONTROLS
- Hand controller facilitates height, Trendelenburg / reverse Trendelenburg adjustments

ACCESSORY CART
- Specially designed for orthopedic accessories storage and retrieval
- Easy transfer of Traction Arm onto the table

MODULAR BASE TECHNOLOGY
- Accepts Orthopedic Trauma, Spinal, and Imaging Tops
- Creates totally comprehensive orthopedic trauma table capabilities
- Allows supine and prone procedures without removing patient
ORDERING INFORMATION

5855 — Orthopedic Trauma Top w/ 500 lbs. Patient Load
5803 — Advanced Control Base 120V, 60Hz
5803i — Advanced Control Base 220/230V, 50/60Hz
5803j — Advanced Control Base 100V, 50/60Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

ORTHOPEDIC TRAUMA TOP

Table Top Length .....................................................84 in. (213 cm)
Table Top Width .......................................................21-1/2 in. (55 cm)
Patient Weight Capacity .............................................500 lbs. (227 kg)

ADVANCED CONTROL BASE

Table Top to Floor Height ........................................34 in. – 50 in. (86 cm – 127 cm)
Base Width ..............................................................32 in. (81 cm)
Base Length ................................................................102 in. (259 cm)
Retractable Base Length ...........................................64 in. – 102 in. (163 cm – 259 cm)
Trendelenburg / Reverse Trendelenburg..............10°
Lateral Tilt .................................................................25°
Patient Weight Capacity .............................................500 lbs. (227 kg)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

5356 — Pivoting Arm Board w/ Tempur-Pedic® Medical Pad
5857 — Cross Arm Support
5393 — Clark Socket
6977-959 — Universal Side Rail Adaptor, 6 in. (15 cm)
5858 — Top Patient Isolation Drapes, 12/case
5855-865 — Traction Boots, extra-large, 1 pair
5855-17—— Traction Boot Liners, large, 24 pack
5855-18—— Traction Boot Liners, small, 24 pack
5364 — Lateral Arm Board Set
5859 — Orthopedic Equipment Cart
10203 — OrangeAid® Gel Closed Head Ring, adult
10302 — OrangeAid® Gel Armboard Pad, long, extra-wide
10503 — OrangeAid® Gel Knee Crutch Pads, medium, set of 2
10704 — OrangeAid® Gel Universal Perineal Post Pad
10706 — OrangeAid® Gel Universal Traction Boot Liner
10920 — OrangeAid® Gel Patient Safety Strap

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

T Pin
90 Degree Pin & Wire Holder
Traction Slide Assembly
Tibia Counter Traction Assembly
Latreal Perineal Post Assembly
Traction Boot, large
Traction Boot, small
Well Leg Board Assembly
Traction Extension, long, 38 in. (96.52 cm)
Ilium Post Assembly
Pad - Counter Traction
Perineal Post w/Pad & Lock Pin, adult
Perineal Post w/Pad, child
Cover, Orthopedic Trauma Top w/o Arc
Center Support Board
Traction Unit
Tibia Traction Upright
Foot Plate Assembly
Pad - Lateral Extension
G.M. Board w/Locking Knob, right
G.M. Board w/Locking Knob, left
Safety Strap
Traction Extension, short
Accessory Clamp
Drapery Rod Assembly
Head End Drapery Post, Weldment
Foot End Drapery Post, Weldment
Pad - Lateral Post, lower
Leg Spar Upright
Traction Unit Upright, left
Traction Unit Upright, right
Radiolucent Leg Spar
Well Leg Lower Swing Arm
Lower Leg Support Assembly
Chart Set Assembly, MTS 5855
Universal Side Rail Adaptor, 6 in. (15 cm)
Well Leg Support Assembly
Traction Boot w/Foot Plate, small, left & right
Traction Boot w/Foot Plate, large, left & right
Table Top Assembly
Transfer Board Assembly
Tibia Well Leg Support Assembly
Patient Isolation Drapes, box of 3
Kirchner Bow/Holder
Orthopedic Trapeze w/Arm Bar
Tabletop Support Assembly

Mizuho OSI’s ISO 13485 Quality Management System is certified by TÜV Rheinland® LGA Products GmbH. TÜVRheinland®

Note: Mizuho OSI is constantly improving its products, all specifications are subject to change without notice.

Tempur-Pedic® is a registered trademark of Tempur-Pedic North America, LLC.

Mizuho OSI is a Delaware Corporation. Manufactured in the USA.
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